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Musaicum Books presents to you this carefully created collection of Leo Tolstoy's complete
works. This ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Content: Introduction Leo Tolstoy: Short Biography
Novels Anna Karenina War and Peace The Death of Ivan Ilyich Childhood Boyhood Youth The
Cossacks Resurrection Family Happiness The Kreutzer Sonata The Forged Coupon Hadji
Murad The Snow-Storm The Dekabrists A Morning of a Landed Proprietor Short Stories After
the Dance Alyosha the Pot My Dream There Are No Guilty People The Young Tsar A Lost
Opportunity "Polikushka" The Candle Twenty-Three Tales Sevastopol Sketches Master and
Man Father Sergius A Russian Proprietor and Other Stories An Old Acquaintance Fables and
Stories for Children Stories from Physics Stories from Zoology Stories from Botany Texts for
Chapbook Illustrations Stories from the New Speller Diary of a Lunatic The Devil Recollections
of a Billiard-Marker Three Parables The Cutting of a Forest Yermak, the Conqueror of Siberia
Two Hussars Albert Nikolai Palkin and Other Stories Scenes from Common Life Meeting a
Moscow Acquaintance at the Front Memoirs of a Marker From the Memoirs of Prince D.
Nekhlyudov Domestic Happiness My Husband and I Who Should Learn Writing of Whom?
Plays The Power of Darkness The First Distiller Fruits of Culture The Live Corpse The Cause
of it All The Light Shines in Darkness Letters and Memoirs Correspondences with Gandhi A
Letter to a Hindu Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby Letters to His Son Ilia Letters to
Acquaintances The First Step Early Days The Beginning of the End Three Days in the Village
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The Demands of Love Last Will and Testament Last Message to Mankind... On Religion What I
Believe The Gospel in Brief A Confession The Kingdom of God Is within You Christianity and
Patriotism Reason and Religion 'Thou Shalt Not Kill' Two Wars Church and State Reply to
Critics... On Art and Literature ...
????:??? ????? ?????????
These new translations of the prolific and profound Russian author's most spiritual and
existential works were completed by the editor in chief of Penguin UK, who faithfully and
ironically captured the works' psychological realism before cancer claimed his life.
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A collection of Leo Tolstoy's stories that center on the issue of faith, long-suppressed and
being offered in an English translation for the first time, offers a chance to experience the
spiritual insight of one of the world's great writers.
"My Confession" is a book by Leo Tolstoy. It belongs to his works dedicated to the subject of
religion. This book includes original illustrations of the story. Here are some passages from this
book: "And I ceased to doubt, and became fully convinced that not all was true in the religion I
had joined. Formerly I should have said that it was all false, but I could not say so now. The
whole of the people possessed a knowledge of the truth, for otherwise they could not have
lived. Moreover, that knowledge was accessible to me, for I had felt it and had lived by it. But I
no longer doubted that there was also falsehood in it. And all that had previously repelled me
now presented itself vividly before me. And though I saw that among the peasants there was a
smaller admixture of the lies that repelled me than among the representatives of the Church, I
still saw that in the people's belief also falsehood was mingled with the truth. But where did the
truth and where did the falsehood come from? Both the falsehood and the truth were contained
in the so-called holy tradition and in the Scriptures. Both the falsehood and the truth had been
handed down by what is called the Church. And whether I liked or not, I was brought to the
study and investigation of these writings and traditions - which till now I had been so afraid to
investigate. And I turned to the examination of that same theology which I had once rejected
with such contempt as unnecessary. Formerly it seemed to me a series of unnecessary
absurdities, when on all sides I was surrounded by manifestations of life which seemed to me
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clear and full of sense; now I should have been glad to throw away what would not enter a
health head, but I had nowhere to turn to. On this teaching religious doctrine rests, or at least
with it the only knowledge of the meaning of life that I have found is inseparably connected.
However wild it may seem too my firm old mind, it was the only hope of salvation. It had to be
carefully, attentively examined in order to understand it, and not even to understand it as I
understand the propositions of science: I do not seek that, nor can I seek it, knowing the
special character of religious knowledge. I shall not seek the explanation of everything. I know
that the explanation of everything, like the commencement of everything, must be concealed in
infinity. But I wish to understand in a way which will bring me to what is inevitably inexplicable. I
wish to recognize anything that is inexplicable as being so not because the demands of my
reason are wrong (they are right, and apart from them I can understand nothing), but because I
recognize the limits of my intellect. I wish to understand in such a way that everything that is
inexplicable shall present itself to me as being necessarily inexplicable, and not as being
something I am under an arbitrary obligation to believe. That there is truth in the teaching is to
me indubitable, but it is also certain that there is falsehood in it, and I must find what is true and
what is false, and must disentangle the one from the other. I am setting to work upon this task.
What of falsehood I have found in the teaching and what I have found of truth, and to what
conclusions I came, will form the following parts of this work, which if it be worth it and if
anyone wants it, will probably some day be printed somewhere".

A stunning insight into the mind of a proficient thinker and his craving for real faith and
satisfaction. "A Confession" is Tolstoy's inner voyage during which he shares his
personal attainments, crisis and his search for peace and relation with God. This selfPage 4/13
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seeking journey leads him to take refuge in religion. Inspirational and thoughtprovoking!
A ConfessionCourier Corporation
Tolstoy's passionate and iconoclastic writings--on issues of faith, immortality, freedom,
violence, and morality--reflect his intellectual search for truth and a religion firmly
grounded in reality. The selection includes 'A Confession,' 'Religion and Morality,' 'What
Is Religion, and of What Does Its Essence Consist?,' and 'The Law of Love and the
Law of Violence.' For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher
of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced
by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
In middle age Leo Tolstoy suffered a spiritual crisis that lasted over 30 years. 'My
Confession' is an account of the anguish, confusion and missteps of this ordeal, and of
his final reconciliation with faith and the purpose of life. A book that both uplifts and
gives new insights into the intricate associations between reason and faith.
A parable of a Russian peasant's bargain with the devil - considered by James Joyce to
be the world's greatest story.
"My Religion" is a book by Leo Tolstoy written during the period of 1883-1884. It is
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dedicated to the issue which was the most burning one for the author. Being a Christian
and a genius, he needed to study the basis of the religion himself. This edition of the
book was banned following its publication in Russia. "My Confession" is a 1879 work by
Leo Tolstoy. This book describes the long way the writer had to go before being able to
say his life was not empty. The Russian clerical censorship banned the book from
publication. However, "My Confession" spread across the country in manuscripts.
In the 1870s Tolstoy experienced a profound moral crisis, followed by what he regarded
as an equally profound spiritual awakening, as outlined in his non-fiction work A
Confession. His literal interpretation of the ethical teachings of Jesus, centering on the
Sermon on the Mount, caused him to become a fervent Christian anarchist and pacifist.
Tolstoy's ideas on nonviolent resistance, expressed in such works as The Kingdom of
God Is Within You, were to have a profound impact on such pivotal 20th-century figures
as Mohandas Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., and James Bevel. Table of Contents
Introduction Leo Tolstoy: A Short Biography "Tolstoy the Artist" and "Tolstoy the
Preacher" by Ivan Panin Books The Kingdom of God is Within You What I Believe The
Gospel in Brief A Confession Christianity and Patriotism Reason and Religion
Patriotism or Peace Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby Bethink Yourselves! Why do
People Stupefy Themselves? A Letter to a Hindu Correspondences with Gandhi
Persecution of Christians in Russia Help! Thoughts on God 'Thou Shalt Not Kill' Two
Wars Reason and Morality Church and State Religious Relation to Life Letter to a Kind
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Youth Reply to Critics Reminiscences Reminiscences of Tolstoy, by His Son by Graf
Ilia LvovichTolstoi My Visit to Tolstoy by Joseph Krauskopf Count Lev Nikolayevich
Tolstoy or Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) was a Russian writer who is regarded as one of the
greatest authors of all time. Born to an aristocratic Russian family in 1828, he is best
known for the novels War and Peace (1869) and Anna Karenina (1877) which are often
cited as pinnacles of realist fiction.
A collection of twenty-five short Russian folktales with lessons and morals.
A Confession was written in the last decade of the 19th century and was mainly a
treatise on the meaning of life. Tolstoy had by this point had a religious awakening and
had wrestled for decades with the purpose of his life on Earth. Tolstoy had questioned
his faith when still an adolescent. He had been raising, like the majority of Russians, in
the official established church of the country - the Russian Orthodox Church. The
trappings of religion, such as genuflecting, meant nothing to him and he formed the
opinion that often people who proclaimed to be good religious folk were often inferior
morally to those who were agnostic or atheist in their beliefs. This annotated edition
includes a biography and critical essay.
This carefully crafted ebook: "The Complete Works of Leo Tolstoy: Novels, Short
Stories, Plays, Memoirs, Letters & Essays on Art, Religion and Politics" is formatted for
your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Introduction Leo Tolstoy:
Short Biography Novels Anna Karenina War and Peace The Death of Ivan Ilyich
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Childhood Boyhood Youth The Cossacks Resurrection Family Happiness The Kreutzer
Sonata The Forged Coupon Hadji Murad The Snow-Storm The Dekabrists A Morning of
a Landed Proprietor Short Stories After the Dance Alyosha the Pot My Dream There
Are No Guilty People The Young Tsar A Lost Opportunity "Polikushka" The Candle
Twenty-Three Tales Sevastopol Sketches Master and Man Father Sergius A Russian
Proprietor and Other Stories An Old Acquaintance Fables and Stories for Children
Stories from Physics Stories from Zoology Stories from Botany Texts for Chapbook
Illustrations Stories from the New Speller Diary of a Lunatic The Devil Recollections of a
Billiard-Marker Three Parables The Cutting of a Forest Yermak, the Conqueror of
Siberia Two Hussars Albert Nikolai Palkin and Other Stories Scenes from Common Life
Meeting a Moscow Acquaintance at the Front Memoirs of a Marker From the Memoirs
of Prince D. Nekhlyudov Domestic Happiness My Husband and I Who Should Learn
Writing of Whom? Plays The Power of Darkness The First Distiller Fruits of Culture The
Live Corpse The Cause of it All The Light Shines in Darkness Letters and Memoirs
Correspondences with Gandhi A Letter to a Hindu Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby
Letters to His Son Ilia Letters to Acquaintances The First Step Early Days The
Beginning of the End Three Days in the Village The Demands of Love Last Will and
Testament Last Message to Mankind... On Religion What I Believe The Gospel in Brief
A Confession The Kingdom of God Is within You Christianity and Patriotism Reason
and Religion 'Thou Shalt Not Kill' Two Wars Church and State Reply to Critics... On Art
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and Literature ...
This profound analysis of the nature of art is the culmination of a series of essays and
polemics on issues of morality, social justice, and religion. Considering and rejecting
the idea that art reveals and reinvents through beauty, Tolstoy perceives the question
of the nature of art to be a religious one. Ultimately, he concludes, art must be a force
for good, for the progress and improvement of mankind. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of
the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
Resurrection, the last of Tolstoy's major novels, tells the story of a nobleman's attempt
to redeem himself for the suffering his youthful philandering caused a peasant girl.
Tolstoy's vision of redemption achieved through loving forgiveness, and his
condemnation of violence dominate the novel. An intimate, psychological tale of guilt,
anger, and forgiveness, Resurrection is at the same time a panoramic description of
social life in Russia at the end of the nineteenth century, reflecting Tolstoy's outrage at
the social injustices of the world in which he lived. About the Series: For over 100 years
Oxford World's Classics has made available the broadest spectrum of literature from
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around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship,
providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including
expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous notes to clarify the text, up-todate bibliographies for further study, and much more.
This treatise expresses and explores a philosophy that has inspired Gandhi, Martin
Luther King, Jr., and countless others. Written just before World War I, it examines the
conflicts within and among nations and articulates Tolstoy's famous dictum that it is
morally superior to suffer violence than to do violence.
Complete and unabridged paperback edition. A Confession or My Confession, is a
short work on the subject of melancholia, philosophy and religion by the acclaimed
Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy. It was written in 1879 to 1880, when Tolstoy was in his
early fifties. Description from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

???????????????,????????????????.??????????????????????????·????,???????
,??????.????????????????·??????,??????????,?????·?????????,??????,???????
????,????????.???????????,????????,???????????????????.
Seeking answers to "the problem of life," Tolstoy reinterpreted the first four books
of the New Testament to create a single, integrated version of Christ's
philosophy. The Russian author disregarded issues related to Jesus's divinity,
focusing strictly on his words and teachings, for a remarkably modern meditation
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on spirituality.
"Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) was the author of such classics as
War and Peace and Anna Karenina. In mid-life, however, he underwent a deep
moral and spiritual crisis that led him back to the gospels in an effort to conform
his life to the spirit of Christ. This volume focuses on his "spiritual writings" autobiographical reflections on his journey of faith, commentaries on the gospels,
and essays, on the essence of Christianity."--BOOK JACKET.
In Orthodoxy, Chesterton wrote one of the greatest works of Christian
apologetics. A brilliant wit, Chesterton possessed a light writing style that paired
common sense with the philosophy of Christian personalism in an accessible
form. A few decades earlier, on the other side of the continent, Leo Tolstoy wrote
of his own spiritual quests and his journey from youthful nihilism and disbelief to
his existential crisis of adulthood. He asked: Does life possess any meaning that
is not nullified by the certainty of death? Count Tolstoy found spiritual healing by
turning to the simple faith of the country folk. This volume collects the views of
two great writers and thinkers on questions of religion and man's spiritual quest.
This short work was originally titled An Introduction to a Criticism of Dogmatic
Theology. It is a brief autobiographical story of the author's struggle with a midlife existential crisis, and describes his search for the answer to the ultimate
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philosophical question: If God does not exist, since death is inevitable, what is
the meaning of life?
Leo Tolstoy wrote this short meditation on sadness and the meaning of life when
he was middle aged. He had already completed his masterworks, Anna Karenina
and War and Peace, reared fourteen children, and gained fame and acclaim in
Russia as a man of letters. But despite having attained that success, he still
found himself unhappy and always returning to the disturbing idea that all
achievement is meaningless. A Confession is his attempt to put these thoughts in
words as he teetered on the brink of suicide. It forms the first in a four-volume
series that included A Criticism of Dogmatic Theology, The Gospel in Brief, and
What I Believe (also known as My Religion or My Faith).
Selected Stories of Leo Tolstoy:The carriages began to roll away, and the birchtrees of the great avenue filed out of sight.I was not in the least depressed on this
occasion, for my mind was not so much turned upon what I had left as upon what
was awaiting me. In proportion as the various objects connected with the sad
recollections which had recently filled my imagination receded behind me, those
recollections lost their power, and gave place to a consolatory feeling of life,
youthful vigour, freshness, and hope.
A Confession is a short work on the subject of melancholia, philosophy and
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religion by the acclaimed Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy. It was written in 1879 to
1880, when Tolstoy was of late-middle age.
This poignant text describes Tolstoy's heartfelt reexamination of Christian
orthodoxy and subsequent spiritual awakening. Generations of readers have
been inspired by this timeless account of one man's struggle for faith and
meaning in life.
The non-fiction of Leo Tolstoy are collected here with a biography about the life
and times of Leo Tolstoy. Works include: A Confession The Kingdom of God is
within you A Letter to a Hindu The Moscow Census—From “What to Do?” On the
Significance of Science and Art Tolstoy on Shakespeare What to Do? Youth
A Confession, or My Confession, is a short work on the subject of melancholia,
philosophy and religion by the acclaimed Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy. It was
written in 1879 to 1880, when Tolstoy was in his early fifties.
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